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A BSTRACT

transferring to walking over ground, a different context. It is this
context awareness that our shoe seeks to overcome.
Our Gait Enhancing Mobile Shoe (GEMS), shown in Figure 1,
improves upon the split-belt treadmill method of rehabilitation
by allowing one foot to move relative to the ground while overground walking. The shoe is passive and converts the wearer’s
own downward and horizontal forces into a backward motion. The
resulting motion is similar to that of a split-belt treadmill, but with
several advantages. The shoe requires no power to operate because
all forces are derived from the wearer. The shoe is portable, so it can
be used in more locations, including the comfort and convenience
of one’s home. Using such a device in more locations will likely
help the wearer to transfer a correct gait pattern to walking over
ground, which is the typical location the shoe would be used. The
portability will also allow extended use of the gait altering device,
which is likely to produce better rehabilitation effects.

Individuals with certain types of central nervous system damage,
such as stroke, have an asymmetric walking gait. Using a splitbelt treadmill, where each leg walks at a different speed, has been
shown to help rehabilitate walking impaired individuals, but there
is one distinct drawback; the corrected gait does not transfer well to
walking over ground. To increase the gait transference to another
environment, we designed and built a passive shoe that admits a
motion similar to that felt when walking on a split-belt treadmill.
Our gait enhancing mobile shoe (GEMS) alters the wearer’s gait by
causing one foot to move backward during the stance phase while
walking over ground. No external power is required since the shoe
mechanically converts the wearers downward and horizontal forces
into a backward motion. This shoe would allow a patient to walk
over ground while experiencing the same gait altering effects as
felt on a split-belt treadmill, which should aid in transferring the
corrected gait to walking in natural environments.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Phases and Forces During Walking
Four phases of walking relevant to the GEMS design are shown in
Figure 2, starting with initial heel contact. After the wearer’s heel
touches the ground, the wearer will move forward as their entire
foot comes into contact with the ground. With their foot flat on
the ground, their body will pivot around their foot, much like an
inverted pendulum [23]. Their body will continue moving forward
as their heel rises and they propel themselves forward with the front
of their foot. As they are pushing and preparing to lift their foot off
the ground, their other leg will initiate this process starting with
heel contact.
Our design uses the changing forces throughout the step [11, 2]
to cause the desired motion. Figure 3 shows the horizontal (Fx ) and
vertical (Fz ) ground reaction forces from one foot while walking. At
initial heel contact, the forward force is near −100 N, which indicates that the leg is actually pushing against the walking direction.
Throughout the stance phase, the horizontal force will transition
to a similar, but positive, force pushing the person forward. The
vertical force is fairly constant near 600 N during the stance phase
since the foot is supporting the wearer’s weight.
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I NTRODUCTION

Stroke victims and other individuals who have gait impairments
often lack a complete stride while walking. A correct gait involves
each leg moving in a similar, but 180◦ out of phase, trajectory from
the front to the back of the body. Specifically, in stroke patients, one
leg does not travel far enough behind the body, which is necessary
for efficient gait.
One method for gait correction in an impaired individual is
to use a split-belt treadmill [19, 7, 24, 20]. Such a system
enables independent control of the treads each leg walks on, which
allows one leg to effectively move faster than the other. Through
repeatedly walking with different speed treads, a split-belt treadmill
can alter the gait cycle and temporarily restore normal gait to
walking impaired individuals [14, 9, 15]. This effect occurs on a
powered treadmill, but unfortunately does not transfer to walking
over ground. A person who has adapted to different speed treads
will show nearly no improved gait when they transition to overground walking.
Walking involves a context awareness [5] to account for likely
perturbations, much like preplanning trajectories when reaching for
objects [1, 4, 6]. One example of a similarly incorrect context shift
occurs when you step onto an escalator that is not moving. Over
the many previous repetitions of getting on and off escalators, your
body has developed a model of the dynamics that will occur when
your foot first touches the escalator. When your body is not pulled
forward as your internal model expects, you will likely stumble
slightly, even though you were fully aware that the escalator was
not moving before getting on. This is the same context awareness
that prevents the learned walking patterns on the treadmill from
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Figure 1: Prototype of the Gait Enhancing Mobile Shoe (GEMS).
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Figure 2: The solid line demonstrates one leg during the four phases of motion relevant to this design. Figures redrawn based on [21].
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leads to after-effects close to the correct gait. Also, the backward
motion of the shoe causes the foot to move backward, closer to
the ideal location for toe off. Through repeated sessions, a gait
impaired individual should achieve a lengthened stride and be able
to place their foot in the proper location to effectively push off while
walking over ground.

Toe off

2.3

Several devices currently exist that can display forces and motions
to to the feet. The HapticWalker [17] provides two foot platforms
connected to a stationary machine that can simulate many walking
environments, such as stairs and rough ground surfaces. Otis et
al. [10] developed a locomotion interface allowing individuals to
walk freely around a virtual environment while still remaining in
the confines of the workspace.
Many studies have examined the design of prosthetics. The
roll-over shape of prosthetics is particularly relevant to the GEMS
designs. When using a prosthetic, the roll-over shape should match
the motion of a non-disabled foot while walking [3]. Rietman et
al. [16] provide of summary of many aspects of foot prosthetic
devices.

Figure 3: The horizontal (Fx ) and vertical (Fz ) forces change throughout the gait cycle. The GEM shoe uses these changing forces to
passively alter gait patterns for rehabilitation. The figure is modified
and used with permission from [2].

Walking inherently relies upon ground friction for stability. For
example, walking on ice limits the amount of horizontal force one
can apply and can lead to falls. Redfern et al. [12] provide a
summary of slipping biomechanics and recovery methods. For our
shoe design, it is important to limit the total amount of motion
relative to the ground so the recovery reflexes are not activated.
2.2

Foot Haptics

3

S HOE D ESIGN

The GEM shoe consists of three parts: the rear wheel, the middle
roller, and the front toe. These three parts work together to move
the foot backward throughout the gait cycle. Figure 4 shows an
idealized motion of the shoe. When initial heel contact occurs, the
downward force causes the rear wheel to move the foot backward.
During mid-stance, the middle roller allows the foot to move
backward as the wearer begins to push their body forward. Finally,
the front toe will contact the ground, allowing the wearer to push
off as they normally would when wearing a shoe.

Correcting Gait

Stroke patients often fail to bring one leg back far enough, which
causes a limp. Their stance phase is shortened and they do not
let their foot go back much past the stance position shown in
Figure 2(b). Without a correct toe off, they are unable to push off
effectively, thus they cannot efficiently propel themselves forward.
The GEM shoe can establish better walking patterns in two ways.
The GEM shoe can assist patients by equalizing the forward
progression on each step. Wearing the GEM shoe on the strong
foot will decrease the forward progression of the strong leg. In
effect, both legs will propel the individual forward by a similar
amount. This method is effectively compensating for the incorrect
gait and will not rehabilitate the patient. Compensating for the
incorrect gait would be useful for individuals who cannot benefit
from rehabilitation.
Another method will rehabilitate the patient by exaggerating the
limited forward motion of the weak leg and stimulating correct gait.
Exaggerating the gait impairment is one of the methods used for
rehabilitation on the split-belt treadmill [14, 15]. Similar to the
split-belt treadmill, the individual’s small forward motion on the
weak leg is further reduced, but in this case by wearing the GEM
shoe on the weak-side foot. The reduced step size motivates the
individual to beneficially lengthen their stride. The learned motion

3.1

Rear Wheel

The rear of the shoe is designed to push the foot backward as the
heel comes in contact with the ground. Figure 5 shows one of the
two symmetric sides of the mechanism. In order to provide stability,
there are two wheels, two gears, two racks, and two ball bearings
connected to one axel. The gears mesh with the racks to achieve a
backward force as shown in Figure 6. The bearings roll along the
opposite side of the racks ensure the gears maintains contact with
the racks. When the wearer steps down onto the rear of the shoe, the
rear wheels contact the ground and the racks move down causing
the gears to spin. Specifically, the downward force on the shoe is
applied to each rack, which exerts a force on one side of each gear
and causes the gear and attached wheels to rotate backward. After
the rack has descended, the middle wheel will come into contact
with the ground. At the end of the step, gravity will pull the rear
wheel back to the bottom of the rack and reset its position for the
next step.
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Figure 5: One of the two rear mechanisms that cause a backward
motion when the wearer first places their foot on the ground.
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Figure 4: The GEM shoe causes backward motion of the foot
throughout the stance phase. Initial heel-contact: The rear wheel
translates the wearer’s downward force into a backward motion. Midstance: The rear wheel will move up and the middle roller will contact
the ground. Pushing backward: The middle roller will allow the
wearer’s backward force to cause a backward motion. Toe contact:
As the middle roller rolls toward the front of the shoe, the shoe will
tip forward. Toe off: The wearer will push off and swing their leg
forward.
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Figure 6: A downward force (Fv ) causes the wearer’s foot to move
backward by Lh . As the wearer pushes down on the heel of the shoe,
the force is transmitted to the rack. The rack pushes on the gear,
which causes the shoe to move backward (from right (a) to left (b)).
The wearer is traveling to the right, but the foot is moving to the left
while in contact with the ground.
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As the gear ratio (dw /dg ) increases, the total distance traveled
increases linearly, but the total force decreases non-linearly as
shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 assumes a person that exerts a
downward force of 600 N, which roughly matches the forces shown
in Figure 3. The horizontal and vertical forces scale together, so
a larger force downward, from a heavier person, would cause a
proportionally larger backward force. Similarly, the forward force
during the first half of the stance phase also increases with a heavier
person.
In order for the shoe to cause a backward motion, the resulting
force needs to be larger than the forward force applied during
walking. For our prototype, the vertical distance, Lv , was 2.5 cm
and we chose a ratio of 4.8 : 1, which results in a peak force of about
120 N and a maximum distance of 12 cm. From our experiments,
we found that this ratio was too small since the horizontal force
caused the foot to travel backward too quickly and the foot stopped
before transitioning to the middle wheel. A larger ratio would
allow a smoother transition and provide a larger motion backward.
However, too large of a ratio will provide too small of a backward
force so the initial backward motion would occur later in the step.
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It is important to select the correct ratio between the gear size
(dg ) and the wheel size (dw ) since there is a tradeoff between the
horizontal force the rear wheel can exert (Fh ) and the horizontal
distance the wheel can roll (Lh ) for a given downward force (Fv )
and height of travel (Lv ) as shown in (1) and (2).
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Figure 7: The ratio between the rear wheel and the gear affects the
horizontal force and distance traveled. The forces scale linearly since
the forces are based on the exerted force from the wearer, so a lighter
person will feel the same ratio of downward to backward force as a
heavier person.
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3.2 Middle Roller
The middle of the shoe, shown in Figure 8, allows the foot
to move relative to ground over a definable distance using the
backward force from the wearer. The concept is similar to a roller
bearing connecting the shoe and the ground, but this roller has two
diameters as shown in Figure 9. The large diameter contacts the
ground and the smaller one contacts the frame of the shoe. Multiple
diameters allow the roller to move different distances relative to the
shoe and to the ground, which allows a longer low friction travel
distance within the limited confines of the shoe.
The maximum motion of the shoe relative to ground is given by
Lg = Ls (

dl
+ 1),
ds

ds

side
view

bottom
view

(3)

where Lg is the maximum distance the shoe can move relative to the
ground, Ls is the distance the roller can move inside the shoe, and dl
and ds are the large and small diameters of the roller, respectively,
as defined in Figure 9. The maximum motion of the shoe should
not exceed the stride length of the wearer. If the wearer’s foot were
to move backward more than their stride length, the resulting gait
would be extremely awkward and this would likely invoke recovery
reflexes. For the prototype, we chose a large diameter of 2.5 cm,
a small diameter of 0.5 cm, and Ls to be 10 cm so the entire foot
has a maximum possible motion of 60 cm, shown in Figure 10. In
actual use, the travel distance is about half the theoretical maximum
distance since the roller does not reach the front of the shoe.
Two springs are attached between the roller and the rear of the
shoe. These springs serve two functions. First, they return the
roller to the rear of the shoe at the end of each step. Second,
they exert an increasing force throughout the back portion of the
step. The increasing force is important since the wearer’s horizontal
force increases throughout the end of the stance phase. Without an
increasing resistance force from the spring, the foot would rapidly
accelerate backward. The spring provides a resistance so the wearer
can prepare for toe off.

Ls
Lg

Max backward travel distance (cm)

Figure 9: The middle roller allows the foot to move backward using
the wearer’s own forces. The roller has two diameters to allow the
GEM shoe to move backward a large amount while the roller slowly
moves toward the front of the shoe.
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Figure 10: A larger ratio of the two middle roller diameters (dl and
ds ) increases the maximum travel distance. The roller motion inside
the shoe is held constant in this design (Ls = 10 cm). The maximum
travel distance should be less than the stride length of the wearer.

The roller moving forward relative to the shoe provides two
beneficial properties. The roller moves with the wearer’s center
of pressure on the foot. As a person progresses through the stance
phase, the center of pressure on their foot moves forward from their
heel toward their toes [8, 22]. The roller moving toward their toes
ensures that solid contact is maintained between the shoe, roller,
and ground. Second, as the roller moves forward, the shoe tilts
forward slightly since the roller is taller than the front wheel. The
shoe rotates around the front wheel and causes the solid portion at
the front of the shoe to slowly come into contact with the ground,
which allows for a smooth transition to the toe off stage of walking.
3.3

Front Toe

The front portion of the shoe consists of a free roller and a solid
surface with friction. The free roller provides a low friction bearing
that provides stability while allowing the rear and middle sections
to cause backward motion. The front of the shoe is much like any
other shoe, allowing the wearer to push off as they normally would
during walking. The middle and rear portion of the shoe is rigid to
support the forces required during walking, while the front of the
shoe is flexible to allow the front of the wearer’s foot to bend.

Figure 8: The bottom of the shoe showing the two diameters of the
middle roller. The small diameter contacts the frame of the shoe and
the large diameter contacts the ground. The two diameters of the
roller allow the shoe to move a large distance relative to the ground
while the roller only moves a small distance relative to the shoe while
providing minimal friction.
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R ESULTS

also decreased since the gait cycle is shortened so the wearer has
less time to place the plain foot in the typical location.
The total backward distance traveled by each foot is shown in
Figure 13. The GEMS foot moved more than 25 cm backward
on most steps. Since the shoe is passive, we expected variations
on each step and there is no guarantee that each step will provide
the exact same motion. Slight differences in the exerted force
and walking speed can change the distance traveled, which can
be beneficial for gait rehabilitation [18]. For certain motions,
external variations can increase limb impedance [13]. Higher
limb impedance can help reduce the effect of perturbations, which
will help the person’s stability when walking without a corrective
device. The plain foot also shows a slight backward motion, which
is typical since the toe can move slightly as the heel contacts the
ground and the push off force can cause the shoe to slip backward
slightly. The GEMS results indicate a similar effect as the the splitbelt treadmill did when the treads were locked at a 2 : 1 ratio.
Another measure to classify walking is the percent of time in
stance phase. Figure 14 shows a significant difference in the stance
time between the foot with and without the GEM shoe. The wearer

The three parts of the shoe (rear wheel, middle roller, and front toe)
combine to cause the foot to move backward during contact with
the ground. Figure 11 and the accompanying video show each of
the three parts of the shoe in use.
In early experiments, we found the rear mechanism would
provide about 8 cm of motion backward. The design concept
works as intended, but the prototype could not handle extended
testing since the gears and racks were spaced slightly too far apart.
Due to the gap, the rear gears would skip causing decreased and
bumpy motion. Since the prototype was unreliable, the remaining
experiments were performed on the middle portion without the rear
mechanism. We replaced the rear wheel and rack with a solid
rubber section, so the rear section is much like the heel of an
ordinary shoe. A second prototype of the same design has since
been built and successfully walked on for over an hour without
failing.
We used an Optotrak (Northern Digital, Waterloo, ON) motion
tracking system to gather data on a subject walking over ground
using only the middle portion of the shoe. For normal walking
without gait modification, each leg would show the same results
on the following metrics. Any deviation from symmetry indicates
the effectiveness of the shoe in changing the gait pattern. We will
refer to the foot with the GEM shoe on as the ‘GEMS foot’ and the
other foot as the ‘plain foot’.
One metric for examining gait is the length of each step. Wearing
the GEM shoe decreased the step length, as shown in Figure 12.
The step length of the plain foot is around 40 to 55 cm, about 50%
higher than the roughly 30 cm step length of the GEMS foot. Most
of this difference arises from the GEMS foot moving backward
during the stance phase. Essentially, the wearer is taking a half step
backward for every two steps forward. The plain foot step length
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Figure 12: The GEM shoe shortened the total forward motion of the
GEMS foot from the wearer’s nominal 65 cm step length to roughly
30 cm. The plain foot step length also decreased slightly.
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Figure 11: Our prototype of the GEM shoe caused a backward
motion of around 25 cm. (a) Upon initial heel contact, the rear wheel
causes the foot to move backward by 8 cm. (b) As the heel moves
down, the middle roller comes into contact with the ground. The
wearer then propels themselves forward and the roller allows the foot
to move backward by 17 cm. As the foot moves backward, the middle
roller moves forward relative to the shoe and the angle of the shoe
tips forward. (c) The front solid portion will touch the ground and
prevent further backward motion and the wearer can push off into
the swing phase.
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Figure 13: The GEM shoe enabled the wearer’s foot to travel
backward around 30 cm on many steps. With a typical shoe, the
foot will move a few cm due to small movements as the heel and toe
contact the ground.
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Figure 14: The GEM shoe reduced the time in stance phase since the
GEMS foot traveled backward and the wearer began toe off earlier.

is placing the plain foot on the ground longer than the GEM foot.
Since the GEMS foot is moving backward, the stance phase is
effectively shortened.
These results indicate that the GEM shoe can dramatically
alter the walking pattern of the wearer. The altered gait for our
shoe looks similar to those from a person walking on a split-belt
treadmill [14, 9, 15]. The modified gait is promising, but further
experiments on long term effects are necessary.
5

C ONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated the potential of the GEM shoe to alter
normal gait patterns. The modified gait patterns are similar to those
found in subjects walking on a split-belt treadmill, but the shoe has
several important benefits. The shoe allows the wearer to walk over
ground, a natural walking environment, and the shoe is passive,
deriving all necessary force from the wearer. The GEM shoe can
also provide additional rehabilitation in more locations, even in the
comfort of one’s own home.
Further experiments are necessary to determine how well the
modified gait will transfer to walking without the GEM shoe. With
the rebuilt rear portion of the shoe, we can conduct extended studies
using the combined effects of the middle and rear portions of the
shoe. We can determine the parameters necessary to achieve a
correct and smooth perturbation throughout the entire step. To
further understand the effect this shoe has on gait, we can also
analyze the wearer’s center of mass and how rolling impacts the
pendulum-like nature of walking.
There are many possible permutations to test transfer of the
modified gait. One simple test would be simply to walk with the
shoe for a period of time and then remove it and test the after
effects. Another possible scenario would be to train an individual
on the split-belt treadmill and then put the shoe on them when they
walk over ground. The wearer will experience similar motions on
the treadmill and the ground, but the context will change. Ideally,
many of the motions will transfer to the new context.
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